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Trying to count all of the things in my life

touching all of them
on their heads or their arms 

their foreheads
cooling

and me: going from one
to the next

lined up
forehead, wrist

working diagonally sometimes
recognizing a thing
in a row
I haven’t gotten to yet
across the room

all of it laid out
the things

in the large, clean room
someone must have built for this very 
occasion 



This is not 
necessarily 

a 
blessing, I mumble

touching each thing on its cheek



First things first
the sun present in the windows

the trucks down the block
their engines

one by one

the non-elms on the street
making dumb shrouds

lined up like a fleet of ships
taking off
onto a circular lake 



Car alarms steadily going off all morning 





Eventually he stood
and removed himself from the room
without speaking, while outside, up the 
mountain flank
a whole band of birds
in an outcry, in their own
plane of language,
said with urgency something
he could not hear, at that 
moment, standing still
at the window with his hands
limp on the sill 



The key thing is to remove yourself as 
much as possible. That failing, re-insert 
yourself into the equation. That way, when 
the whole thing opens itself up like a 
generic horizon, there you are. When the 
situation calls for it, there you are.



I am removing myself from the situation
I am de-dwelling on it

look—even as I am telling you this
my body is in a casual stance





During the summer he probably worked 
without working
his shoulders occasionally 
heaving to lift some rusted piece of 
machinery
away from its imprint in the grass
or to right a fallen piece of wire fence 



I couldn’t imagine him doing these things
and instead pictured him sitting
at the kitchen table or on the porch steps
concerned with not getting in the way
holding a book against one thigh
or maybe sleeping, upstairs
in the clean spare bedroom



So as much as 

I wanted to,

there it was 





I guess it is the Year of the Dog 
and our only field is unyielding 
our crops are hesitating at
the front of our mouths
our baskets are empty

sitting at the table
I cannot help but
think about you
sitting at the table

or what must be at the edge
of the field
or how it must sound
when some sky lets up 



Don’t make generalities about time

don’t say you feel exactly like a bowl
a few hundred years ago
being carried to the river
to be filled with water
“clean enough to drink”



Don’t 
talk about 
birds. 



I stop to think silently but with great focus
about each person I love dying 

while across the street one bird
articulates a similar thought 

or what I assume is a similar thought 
in a long and exhausted voice

the voice somehow urgent 
and still going loudly 

even as I turn to leave
that sound buckling and ringing



My inability to say anything important:
being alone in the woods as a metaphor for 
that

or the dead bird I see on the walk home
as a metaphor for that.

I’m not making this up. 
Outside, the dirty creek shallow in its rut

the sky undoing and redoing itself
all month long. The moon

brightening mutely
and without notice

showing up and leaving
decisively, without apology.

In the middle of this walk, some light
on the bird there in the dirt





Point of contact:

there has to be something in it
about a galaxy

you can say anything else
you want, but say a thing or two
about those atoms
on the table

the vase on the table

or something about clouds expanding
or molten shock—about cores
powering up

or the blank space
in space

and you, out there in it, comfortable 



Somebody interrupts him to say
the ritual is the most important part

throwing a little dirt on the burial site

your father, your mother
and everyone else

their arms lifting from their sides
for a moment
that movement
their small handfuls of dirt 



I think I am doing the same thing
several hundred thousand times

the big light
equal parts
beckoning and not beckoning

and my whole day on a loop
repeating itself: precious, nonmetal 

a couple dozen times

staring at whatever material I am holding
waiting for the change in my palm to 
happen 





What would it take
for the cows to come back?

A sprig of something
outstretched towards them

or maybe me apologizing
in a calm and sane voice

my hands patting the edge of the field
encouragingly

entire days could pass like this
morning, afternoon

and at night:
my voice aimed in their general direction
the cows not wanting to talk about it

all of us getting annoyed
with each other

but then the grass settling
just before noon, the light 
changing a fractional amount 





Something or other appears
one day, like cloud cover

over two remote parts of the country—

the backwoods, the uninhabitable prairie

or: a tender swamp and a long road
with nothing on the horizon—

we both nod in the updrift of it 



The rain was not a singular event but 
something that kept happening.
Doesn’t mean it never stopped, of course it 
stopped, but more that it never seemed
all the way finished. It was irritating. It 
poured and then it didn’t.
When it did, it was like a personal blow to 
the gut: exhaustive,
thorough, “following through.”



He leans back in the old chair,
touches a piece of salt spilled on the table

I repeat the question

He says something about interior weather,
acres furling up in bad wind, fog rolling in,
the glacial drift

Or: what do people mean about balance?
A big copper scale
the two weighing pans out of sync

Outside, heat plumes against the window

When I stand up the river rises considerably 
—tall, unmeasurable
swell on swell, and tough, leaning into its 
on current



All of a sudden I find myself
not wanting to say much

not thinking of anything, either!

Meanwhile a big field stretches its arms
and pulls up the sides of its dress

I’m sorry for not wanting 
to break that particular silence

I don’t want to ruin
what we’ve negotiated
here

the field and its thick ankle

finally stepping over the cold river, bank to 
bank 



What do they say?
Something about

the calm before 
even more calm

and something about splitting up

moving 
like a herd of buffalo viewed from above 

beginning to go in different directions
the separate packs

arcing away from each other, doubling
through the deep part of the grass 
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